
Chino museum information

※This business is a subsidiary enterprise of the “2015 Assistance Project for Local Important Art and History Museums” by the Cultural Affairs Agency.

Chino City Togariishi 
Museum of Jomon Archaeology
Come in contact with Jomon culture 
at the origin of Jomon research

The museum is situated in a corner of the Togariishi 
Stone Age Site that is designated to the Special 
Historic Site of Japan, and displays 2000 works 
ranging from the three-dimensionally decorated 
pottery representing the Jomon culture from the base 
of Yatsugatake Mountain, including 2 National 
Treasure “Dogu”s (the Venus of Jomon, the Masked 
Goddess), to beautiful jade adornments.

〒391-0213  4734-132, Toyohira, Chino city, Nagano prefecture
Tel.0266-76-2270
■Get off at Chino station on the JR Chuo-honsen line, or 
“Togariishi Jomon Koukokan Mae” bus stop on the “Shibu No 
Yu” line   ■25 minutes by car from Suwa Interchange on the 
Chuo Expressway

    9:00~17:00 (Entry is until 16:30)              Mondays (we may 
be temporarily open), New Years holiday and the day following 
a National holiday      Adults 500yen (400yen), High School Age 
300yen (200yen), Elementary and Middle School Age 200yen 
(150yen) ※The prices inside the parenthesis are the discounted 
prices for groups of above 20 people ※Elementary or middle 
school children residing in the 6 Suwa municipalities, high 
school age children living in Chino city or attend high school in 
Chino city, those who have a disability booklet and 1 
accompanying member, and those who have the Suwa city 
museum passport may enter for free　

Closed

Chino City 
Yatsugatake Museum
Understand all about nature
and culture in Chino city

The displays are a combination of how the land of 
Chino city came to be, nature such as animal and 
plants, folklore and history since the Jomon period 
such as documents from historical and 
archaeological sites, trade such as saws and agar, 
and literature. There are also a number of exhibitions 
and lectures on the various subjects.

〒391-0213  6983, Toyohira, Chino city, Nagano prefecture　
Tel.0266-73-0300
■A few minutes walk from Chino station on the JR 
Chuo-honsen line, and from Fukuzawa Iriguchi bus stop or 
Rikadai Iriguchi bus stop   ■15 minutes by car from Suwa 
Interchange on the Chuo Expressway

    9:00~16:30              Mondays, New Years holiday and the 
day following a National holiday      Adults 310yen, High 
School Age 210yen, Elementary and Middle School Age 
150yen (For groups of over 20 people: Adults 210yen, High 
School Age 150yen, Elementary and Middle School Age 
100yen) ※Elementary and middle school students living in or 
attending school in the 6 Suwa municipalities, and high school 
students living in or attending school in Chino city, may enter 
for free.

Closed

Chino City Jinchokan 
Moriya Historical Museum
Learn the origin of the Suwa faith

It was made for the purpose of storing roughly 1600 
ancient texts handed down through the Moriya family, 
which served as the Jinchokan of the Suwa Kamisha 
until the Edo period. The Moriya documents store 
many records of holy rituals that took place in Suwa 
Kamisha, and ancient texts relating to the warriors of 
the time, including Shingen Takeda’s letters, and 
more.

〒391-0013  389-1, Miyagawa, Chino city, Nagano prefecture
Tel.0266-73-7567
■Get off at Chino station on the JR Chuo-honsen line, take the 
bus for 10 minutes to the Takabe bus stop, and walk 3 minutes   
■Get off at Chino station, 2.5km from the station, 40 minutes 
walking

    9:00~16:30              Mondays, New Years holiday and the 
day following a National holiday      Adults 100yen, High 
School Age 70yen, Elementary and Middle School Age 50yen 
(For groups of over 20 people: Adults 70yen, High School Age 
50yen, Elementary and Middle School Age 30yen) 
※Elementary and middle school students living in or attending 
school in the 6 Suwa municipalities, and high school students 
living in or attending school in Chino city, may enter for free.

Closed

Chino City Museum of Art

An art museum which sees,
communicates, and connects 
with the local region

It stores over 1000 works by local artists. The cultural 
facility Chino Cultural Complex containing the 
museum of art functions as a hall, art museum, and 
community, and uses its characteristics to 
collaborate with art and other genres.

〒391-0002  Inside Chino Cultural Complex, 1-1-1, Tsukahara, 
Chino city, Nagano prefecture
Tel.0266-82-8222
■Get off at Chino station on the JR Chuo-honsen line, directly 
connected from the East exit   ■12 minutes by car from Suwa 
Interchange on the Chuo Expressway

    9:00~19:00 (museum collection) ※It will be decided 
accordingly for exhibitions              Tuesdays (if it is a holiday 
then the next work day), New Years holiday and exhibition 
replacement days      Free (museum collection) ※It will be 
decided accordingly for exhibitions

Kyoto University of Art & Design
Koyodo Museum of Art
An art museum lying in almost 
20,000 square meters of forest, 
at the foot of Yatsugatake Mountains

The collection is of roughly 370 works, ranging from 
modern Japanese style paintings, oil paintings, water 
color paintings, and glass works. Other than the 
special exhibitions and collection exhibitions held 4 
times a year, this museum strives to be a place where 
local people can come freely and relax by holding 
many events including concerts and workshops.

〒391-0213  4734-215, Toyohira, Chino city, Nagano 
prefecture.  Tel.0266-71-6811
■Get off at Chino station on the JR Chuo-honsen line, or 
“Togariishi Jomon Koukokan Mae” bus stop on the “Shibu No 
Yu” line   ■30 minutes by car from Suwa Interchange on the 
Chuo Expressway

    10:00~17:00 (Entry is until 16:30)              Mondays (if it is a 
holiday then the next work Tuesday), the 4th Tuesday of the 
month, exhibition replacement days, and the entire winter 
season      General (including highschool and middle school 
age) 300yen, under middle school age, students of Kyoto 
University of Art & Design: free

Tateshina Kogen Museum of Art - 
Torao Yazaki Memorial Museum

See... touch... 
feel the sculptures...

A museum of art which opened in the artist’s favorite 
Tateshina highlands, to store and display the works of 
Torao Yazaki, a sculptor from Chino city. Enjoy the 
world of Torao Yazaki’s sculptures next to the North 
Yatsugatake ropeway, a fusion of the eastern and 
western esprit.

〒391-0301  4035, Kitayama, Chino city, Nagano prefecture
Tel.0266-67-6171 or 0266-67-2009 (North Yatsugatake Resort)
■Get off at Chino sta tion on the JR Chuo-honsen line, and on 
the bus going to “North Yatsugatake Ropeway”, get off at the 
last stop   ■50 minutes by car from Suwa Interchange on the 
Chuetsu road

    10:00~15:00             Irregular holidays, winter (from the end 
of November~end of April)      Adults 500yen (400yen), Children 
300yen (250yen) ※The prices inside the parenthesis are the 
prices for a group of more than 30 people

▼WEB
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